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Cuff-based home blood pressure (BP) devices, which have been the
standard for BP monitoring for decades, are limited by physical
discomfort, convenience, and their ability to capture BP variability
and patterns between intermittent readings. In recent years, cuff-
less BP devices, which do not require cuff inflation around a limb,
have entered the market, offering the promise of continuous
beat-to-beat measurement of BP. These devices take advantage of
a variety of principles to determine BP, including (1) pulse arrival
time, (2) pulse transit time, (3) pulse wave analysis, (4) volume
clamping, and (5) applanation tonometry. Because BP is calculated
indirectly, these devices require calibration with cuff-based devices
at regular intervals. Unfortunately, the pace of regulation of these
devices has failed to match the speed of innovation and direct avail-
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ability to patient consumers. There is an urgent need to develop a
consensus on standards by which cuffless BP devices can be tested
for accuracy. In this narrative review, we describe the landscape of
cuffless BP devices, summarize the current status of validation pro-
tocols, and provide recommendations for an ideal validation process
for these devices.
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Introduction
More than 120 million people in the United States have high
blood pressure (BP), a modifiable risk factor for cardiovascu-
lar disease and premature death.1 Hypertension guidelines
emphasize the importance of out-of-office BP measurements,
using ambulatory BP monitoring (ABPM) and home BP
monitoring, to confirm elevated office BP measurements.2

This recommendation arises from trial evidence demon-
strating the discordance between BP environments in the of-
fice and outside the office,3 and the challenge of predicting
clinically relevant fluctuations in BP from an isolated office
measurement alone.4 However, traditional cuff-based de-
vices, whichmeasure BP intermittently, are limited by patient
tolerability, cuff fit, adherence, and technical challenges that
preclude measurement during typical daily activities like
driving, exercise, or stressful situations.5,6

The allure of noninvasive, cuffless out-of-office BP moni-
toring has led to a proliferation of novel technologies
(Figure 1) that reportedly measure continuous and intermit-
tent BP. Although some have applied traditional validation
approaches to demonstrate measurement accuracy, the
appropriateness of these validation strategies has not been
established. In this commentary, we review cuffless BP mea-
surement methods, current validation protocols for intermit-
tent BP measuring devices, and limitations in applying
these protocols to cuffless BP monitor validation. As per cur-
rent convention, we will use the term “cuffless BP devices” in
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KEY FINDINGS

� Cuffless, calibration-dependent blood pressure (BP) de-
vices offer the promise of beat-to-beat, noninvasive
measurement of BP variability during both awake and
sleep periods, with minimal inconvenience to patients.

� Cuffless BP devices estimate BP indirectly using princi-
ples such as pulse wave velocity, pulse transit time,
pulse wave analysis, volume clamping, and applanation
tonometry. This is in contrast to cuff-based BP devices,
which measure BP directly by sphygmomanometry.

� The speed of innovation and proliferation of cuffless BP
devices has outpaced the speed of development of reg-
ulations for cuffless BP devices. As uptake of these de-
vices continues to increase, there is an urgent need to
develop uniform standards for proper validation, espe-
cially in the ambulatory setting.

� There are numerous limitations for applying traditional
validation approaches to cuffless BP devices, including
the absence of an ideal referent standard, the lack of
direct BP measurement, the violation of static-state as-
sumptions with physical activity, the “zero out” bias
phenomenon, the heterogeneity of populations, and
an over-reliance on heart rate (HR) for BP estimation.

� An ideal validation process for cuffless BP devices
should focus on validating change in BP (not BP itself);
use a validated device as the referent device that is
distinct from the calibration device; include both static
and dynamic activity states and both awake and sleep
states; rule out an over-reliance of BP on HR; include
a representative sample of BPs, wrist sizes, and skin
tones; and function across a range of heart rates and
common medications.
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reference to noninvasive BPmeasurement devices that do not
require arm cuff inflation on the brachial artery.7 We also
raise considerations for unique patient populations and pro-
vide recommendations for validating these devices.
Cuffless, calibration-dependent continuous BP
devices
Overview of technologies
Measurement variables
Cuffless BP devices estimate BP using either a pulse wave ve-
locity (PWV) approach or a pulse wave analysis (PWA)
approach. PWV measures how rapidly an arterial pulse
travels from a proximal location to a distal location.8 The
proximal and distal sites are commonly the upper arm and
finger, but have also included the carotid artery and femoral
artery. PWV can be estimated from the pulse transit time
(PTT) or from the pulse arrival time (PAT). PTT is the
time required for a pulse wave to travel from the left ventricle
to a distal arterial site.9 PWV can be obtained from PTT by
dividing L, the distance between the proximal and distal sites,
over the PTT. PAT is the time elapsed from the R-wave peak
on electrocardiogram (ECG) (electrical activation of the ven-
tricles) and the onset (inflection point) of the upstroke at the
distal arterial site.10 Some devices use the systolic peak
instead of the inflection of the arterial pulse upstroke.
Whereas PTT is measured by 2 plethysmography sensors,
PAT is measured by 1 ECG sensor and 1 plethysmography
sensor.

Pre-ejection period (PEP) is the time required to convert
the electrical signal of the R wave into a mechanical pumping
force, and for isovolumic contraction to open the aortic valve,
as measured by impedance cardiography or seismocardiogra-
phy. PEP accounts for approximately 20% of the PTT. PAT
is always longer than PTT, as PAT5 PEP1 PTT (Figure 2).

Several physiologic and pathologic factors can alter PTT,
PAT, and PEP. When BP increases, vascular tone (stiffness)
increases, causing both PAT and PTT to shorten, and PWV to
consequently increase. When BP decreases, vascular tone de-
creases, causing both PAT and PTT to lengthen, and PWV to
consequently decrease. Stiffness can also arise chronically
from aging and atherosclerosis and acutely from exercise
and other sympathetic activity. PEP varies with stress,
physical activity, age, emotion, posture, vasoactive drugs,
and hydration status. PEP decreases with increased distance
from heart, and increases with slower heart rates.9

BP can also be estimated by PWA. Unlike with PWA by
tonometry, PWA in cuffless BP devices is estimated with
photoplethysmography (PPG; see below). Features from var-
iations in light intensity from the PPG signal resulting from
arterial pulsatility can be constructed via machine learning
techniques.

Measurement methods
PPG uses a light-emitting diode (LED) at a specific wave-
length (eg, infrared, at 940 nm, or red, at 660 nm) and a photo-
diode to measure the resulting optical energy received, after
modulation from the vasculature. More than 95% of the light
amplitude is determined by static components, includingmus-
cle, fat, skin, and other tissue, while the remaining dynamic
component is determined by heartbeat-induced volumetric
change in the vasculature, which can be detected by its pulsa-
tility.11 PPG can be measured by a transmissive sensor, which
is placed on the opposite side of the tissue, directly in the field
of emission of the LED, or by a reflective sensor, which is
placed on the same side and same plane as the LED. Trans-
missive sensors are often used at fingertips, which are less
thick than other body parts, while reflective sensors are often
used at the wrist, arm, chest, and forehead, where the body
thickness is impractical for a transmissive sensor.

Applanation tonometry applies a pressure sensor that
gently compresses a superficial artery (most commonly the
radial artery, but carotid, brachial, and femoral arteries are
also feasible) such that the tangential forces in the arterial
wall are eliminated and only the outward force of the



Figure 1 Overview of invasive and noninvasive blood pressure (BP) monitoring methods. Invasive BP monitoring is accomplished by an arterial line. Nonin-
vasive BPmonitoring may be performed by full occlusion of a superficial artery, often by a cuff, as with manual auscultation and oscillometric approaches. Nonin-
vasive BP can also be measured by partial occlusion of a superficial artery, as with applanation tonometry or by volume clamp methods. Noninvasive BP
measurement can be achieved in the absence of arterial occlusion, using pulse arrival time, pulse transit time, or pulse wave analysis. These methods make
use of a proximal sensor, often an electrographic sensor on the chest, and a distal sensor, often a photoplethysmogram placed on the wrist or finger. The pink
dashed lines delineate the nontraditional, noninvasive BP measurement approaches that rely on brachial cuff inflation for device calibration. DBP 5 diastolic
blood pressure; MAP 5 mean arterial pressure; SBP 5 systolic blood pressure. Original figure created in BioRender.
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intravascular BP is measured.10 Other measurement methods
include impedance plethysmography and impedance cardi-
ography, ballistocardiography, seismocardiography, and
phonocardiography.

Penaz-based methods (eg, Nexfin [Edwards Lifesciences]
or Finometer [Finapres]) are often confused with cuffless
devices and warrant brief mention. These approaches include
a finger cuff with a PPG-based light source and detector to
measure finger artery sizes at different external pressures,
which are then used to calculate continuous, beat-to-beat
changes in arterial pressure. Calibration is recommended to
estimate changes in brachial BP.12 These devices are



Figure 2 Relationship of pulse arrival time (PAT), pre-ejection period (PEP), and pulse transit time (PTT) on electrocardiogram (ECG), impedance cardiograph
(ICG), and photoplethysmography (PPG) at proximal (eg, upper arm or chest) and distal (eg, radial artery) measurement sites. PTT is the time it takes to travel
from a proximal to distal site. PAT is the time from the R-wave peak on ECG to the deflection point (upstroke) on the distal PPG, although some devices use the
systolic peak on PPG (as illustrated here). PAT is the summation of PEP and PTT. The peak of the PPG waveform represents the systolic blood pressure (BP),
while the nadir of the PPG waveform represents the diastolic BP with the difference (or range) representing the pulse pressure. ECG waves are measured in volts;
ICG waves are measured in ohms; PPG waves are measured in au, which stands for arbitrary units. There is variation in anatomic site placement; for instance, the
proximal PPG can be deployed over the chest or upper arm. Original figure created in BioRender.
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generally employed in clinical settings (eg, sleep clinics,
autonomic clinics, intensive care units) and are not intended
for home consumer use.

Status of approval/international use
The U.S. Food & Drug Administration (FDA) uses a 510k
clearance mechanism to determine whether a device is
equivalent to a device already being commercially distrib-
uted in the United States (vs new devices). This mechanism
is not an “approval” of the device, nor is it an attestation of
its validity. As of 2022, the FDA has accepted 510k docu-
mentation for 4 cuffless BP monitors, at times even when
the predicate device is an intermittent, oscillometric BP
device. ViSi mobile sensor (by Sotera Wireless; www.
soterawireless.com), 510 cleared in 2012 (510k number
K112478), continuously estimates BP by ECG and PPG
at the wrist (does not require finger strap; uses multiple
chest stickers). Caretaker (by Caretaker Medical LLC;
www.caretakermedical.net), 510 cleared in 2017 (510k
number K163255), continuously estimates BP by PWA at
the finger (plus wrist strap). BPro (by Med Tach Inc;
www.medtach.com), 510 cleared in 2018 (510k number
K173028), continuously estimates BP by applanation
tonometry at the wrist (requires finger strap). Biobeat (by
Biobeat Technologies Ltd; www.bio-beat.com), 510
cleared in 2019 (510k number K190792), continuously es-
timates BP by PPG at the wrist or chest (via sticker) and
does not require a finger strap. All aforementioned devices
rely on calibration with a cuff-based, brachial BP measure-
ment prior to use.

Calibration
All currently FDA-cleared cuffless BP devices require
calibration prior to use; however, some are sold without
calibrators, relying on external monitors for calibration.
Although the term calibration is used in relation to these

http://www.soterawireless.com
http://www.soterawireless.com
http://www.caretakermedical.net
http://www.medtach.com
http://www.bio-beat.com
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devices, it may not be an optimal term as it implies
adjustment to an absolute measurement standard; the
term initialization may be more appropriate. Calibration
is typically performed using a manual aneroid or auto-
mated oscillometric cuff-based device applied to the upper
arm. However, in home-based settings, self-measured
manual auscultatory BP is impractical for most patients.
It is unclear what degree of measurement error from the
oscillometric cuff device is incorporated into the cuffless
BP device during calibration, since most automated oscil-
lometric cuff devices estimate BP using proprietary algo-
rithms. These cuffless devices are only able to track BP
changes relative to the most recent cuff-based BP mea-
surement used in calibration; thus it is critical to achieve
an accurate calibrated BP, using a validated cuff-based
device. Moreover, calibration is only performed at rest,
so it is unclear how accurate cuffless BP measurements
are in different body positions and during physical activ-
ity. While periodic recalibration is necessary owing to
physiologic changes in arterial elasticity secondary to ag-
ing, arteriosclerosis, or some disease states, the frequency
of recalibration varies by device. Notably, while some de-
vices are only meant to accurately capture change in BP,
some devices are intended to report accurate absolute
measurements as well. A review of the mathematical
equations involved in the standard calibration process
can be found in the section on Calibration Calculations
in the Supplemental Appendix.
Limitations of pulse wave velocity and pulse wave
analysis techniques
Cuffless BP estimation using PWV has several limitations.
Assumptions must be made about the arterial wall elasticity,
pre-ejection period, and blood viscosity. For accuracy, the
ECG and PPG signals need to be noise free, and the patient
needs to have minimal motion artifact. The position of the
distal sensor impacts BP estimation, owing to the hydrostatic
effects of gravity on BP. When the user lifts the sensor to a
position above the level of the heart, the BP is underesti-
mated. When the user lowers the sensor to a position below
the level of the heart, the BP is overestimated.

Cuffless BP estimation using PWA is similarly limited by
the need for PPG signals to be noise free and require adequate
contrast between sensor and skin. Blood volumes sensed are
impacted by applied pressure, so there may be signal vari-
ability depending on pressure change. Since sensors tend to
rely heavily on signals in the periphery, they are affected
by vasomotion changes, gravity, and autonomic nervous sys-
tem changes. In addition, there is significant inter-subject
variability in the morphology of waveforms of each user.
Limitations applying traditional validation
approaches to cuffless devices
The speed of development of regulations for cuffless devices
has failed to match the speed of innovation. At present, there
is no available standard designed to test cuffless BP monitors
that provide continuous BP estimations. The ANSI/AAMI/
ISO standard 81060-1 was developed to test nonautomated
BP measuring devices (ie, aneroid devices) and the
ANSI/AAMI/ISO standard 81060-2 was developed to test
intermittent automated cuff-based BP devices. The recent
IEEE standard (1708-2014, with amendment 1708a-2019)
was designed to provide testing for wearable intermittent
cuffless BP monitors.13,14 However, it was not designed to
test cuffless BP monitors that show beat-to-beat (continuous)
BP values. An international working group has been devel-
oping an ANSI/AAMI/ISO standard 81060-3 to provide
guidance on accuracy testing of cuffless, noninvasive BP de-
vices that provide continuous BP values for use in intensive
care and operating room–like settings.

There are a number of limitations for applying traditional
validation approaches to cuffless devices (Table 1). First,
none of the cuffless, calibration-dependent devices directly
measure BP in mm Hg. BP is estimated as a function of other
physiologically derived variables (eg, PTT, PAT, PWV),
which rely on multiple sensors, proprietary algorithms, and
regular calibration with a cuff-based device. This BP estimate
is in contrast with those of cuff-based devices, which make
sphygmomanometer-based direct measurements in mm Hg.

Second, there is no ideal referent standard for validating
cuffless BP devices. Although invasive, intra-arterial, contin-
uous monitoring directly measures BP, it requires a stationary
arm that limits measurement during physical activities and
ambulatory settings. Meanwhile, both auscultatory and oscil-
lometrics devices are only validated in rested states and
ABPM’s reliance on oscillometry makes them an indirect
measure of systolic BP (SBP) and diastolic BP (DBP). More-
over, both of these modalities require time for cuff inflation
and deflation, which limits capture of continuous BP as
well as intrinsic BP variability.

Third, the calibration (or initialization) of cuffless devices
is typically performed in the seated, rested position. Howev-
er, several static-state assumptions of the relationship be-
tween BP and vascular attributes are violated in dynamic
states like physical activity. In addition, cuffless devices are
subject to “drift,” ie, deviation of the device’s BP estimation
away from the reference standard over time.

Fourth, cuffless calibration tends to “zero out” bias to
reflect a validated device (including its inherent measurement
error). Since subsequent measurements vary around the cali-
brated, resting value, the mean of beat-to-beat cuffless mea-
sures may have a central tendency toward the calibrated,
resting value, and thus may not be a meaningful measure of
mean BP beyond the underlying device. Moreover, beat-to-
beat measurements may have pseudo-precision through
repetition. In other words, merely repeating the baseline
value with a large number of measurements drives down
variability, creating the impression of high precision.
Without means of establishing a patient’s typical physiologic
variability, there is no way of determining whether the re-
ported precision reflects actual BP fluctuations corresponding
to true physiologic variability. This is particularly relevant
for devices that measure absolute BP beyond change in BP.



Table 1 Limitations applying traditional validation approaches to cuffless devices

Limitation Details

No direct BP measurement � Cuffless devices estimate BP as a function of derived variables that rely on multiple
sensors, proprietary algorithms, and regular calibration with cuff-based devices

� In contrast, cuff-based devices make sphygmomanometer-based direct
measurements in millimeters of mercury (mm Hg)

No ideal referent standard � Intra-arterial lines are not appropriate for ambulatory settings and physical
activity

� Office devices are only validated in resting states
� ABPM’s reliance on oscillometry makes ABPM an indirect measure of SBP and DBP

Static-state assumptions violated � Calibration is performed in the seated, rested position, but the device is used in
states of physical activity

� BP estimates are subject to drift with time

“Zero out” bias phenomenon � Since postcalibration measurements vary around the calibrated, resting value, the
mean of beat-to-beat measures may have a central tendency toward the calibrated,
resting value

� In beat-to-beat measurements, pseudo-precision occurs owing to repetition and
the large number of measurements

Applicability to heterogenous
populations

� Radial artery may not be easily accessible in patients with obesity, large wrist
circumference, or peripheral artery disease

� Assumptions about transduction of PTT and PAT may not be generalizable to
patients with obesity, high density of chest hair, or large breasts

� The impact of skin pigmentation on device performance remains unclear

Reliance on heart rate � Unlike oscillometric devices, which measure MAP and extrapolate SBP and DBP,
cuffless devices rely on HR to inform estimation in change of BP

� Pulse-BP dissociation occurs in patients who are taking medications (eg, beta-
blockers) or who have arrhythmias (eg, atrial fibrillation), and in healthy
individuals during sleep

ABPM5 ambulatory blood pressure monitoring; BP5 blood pressure; DBP5 diastolic blood pressure; HR5 heart rate; MAP5mean arterial pressure; PAT5
pulse arrival time; PTT 5 pulse transit time; SBP 5 systolic blood pressure.
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Fifth, cuffless devices make assumptions about the acces-
sibility of the radial artery, which may not hold true in patients
with obesity, large wrist circumference, or peripheral artery
disease, who may have poor peripheral perfusion and/or
high vessel calcification.15 Cuffless devices also make as-
sumptions in the transduction of PTT and PAT, which may
not generalize to patients with obesity, high density of chest
hair, or large breasts. Further studies are needed to test device
accommodations for different body types, which are currently
under-characterized. In addition, the impact of skin pigmenta-
tion on device performance remains unclear.16,17

Sixth, unlike oscillometric devices, which measure mean
arterial pressure (MAP) and extrapolate SBP and DBP,18

cuffless devices rely on HR to inform estimation of change
in BP. Although HR tends to vary in the same direction as
BP, intake of medications (eg, beta-blockers), which disso-
ciate heart rate (HR) from BP, may theoretically impair the
ability of cuffless devices to accurately estimate BP. This is
problematic, as upwards of 10% of U.S. adults take beta-
blockers.19 This is also relevant for states where HR and
BPmay uncouple to varying degrees (eg, sleep) or conditions
of irregular HR (eg, atrial fibrillation, common among adults
with hypertension).
Considerations in special populations
Validation protocols should address patients with character-
istics that may impact standard hemodynamics or device per-
formance. Device accuracy in these populations should be
determined via intentional representation in validation
studies or with a dedicated protocol to confirm accuracy.
One such population noted in the ISO-2 standard is pregnant
women. Given the time and personnel required for traditional
methods of BP measurement, low-resource settings have
explored nontraditional BP monitoring, including cuffless
BP devices. One study found that PAT- and PTT-based cuff-
less BP measurement had a high degree of agreement with
traditional sphygmomanometers, with the average error less
than 10 mm Hg and mean difference of 0.4 mm Hg (SD
7.8 mm Hg), but this study only included 3 patients.20 A sec-
ond study evaluated a PPG-based BP estimation app using
iPhone camera input.21 In 32 pregnant women, the PPG
app frequently overestimated BP when BP was ,130 mm
Hg and frequently underestimated BP when SBP was 130-
160 mm Hg, and the mean disagreement failed to meet the
standards of the European Society of Hypertension.21

Cuffless devices are attractive for patients with obesity
owing to the limited availability of large-sized cuffs and to



Table 2 Limitations to intra-arterial BP devices as the reference device for cuffless continuous BP devices

Category Issue

Ethical limitations Intra-arterial lines are invasive and subject healthy volunteers to greater health risks
than noninvasive devices.

Contextual mismatch Unlike validation procedures for oscillometric devices, which occur in the context of
rest (well-aligned with device use), the rested state does not match the intended
use for cuffless devices. Replication of dynamic changes in BP across differing
states of activity and body positions in the home setting is feasible (various
positions, physiologic or environmental challenges, and pharmacologic agents like
dobutamine), but indirect and technically challenging.

Logistic limitations Intra-arterial lines require substantially more resources for placement and
monitoring and anatomically would require contralateral placement for the
validation of wrist bands

Study population Requiring an intra-arterial line as reference may lead manufacturers to recruit
hospitalized patients who already have such lines placed; this may limit
generalizability of results to nonhospitalized, healthy populations

Limits on innovation Requiring an invasive reference for validation testing eliminates opportunities for
testing devices by manufacturers who do not allow an invasive arterial line to be
placed or used for research purposes

Differences in measurement Intra-arterial lines have been noted to provide higher SBP and lower DBP values than
other forms of BP measurement47

BP 5 blood pressure; DBP 5 diastolic blood pressure; SBP 5 systolic blood pressure.
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avoid conicotruncal mismatch (ie, poor cuff fit owing to short
humerus length relative to arm circumference and/or upper
arm). In cases where individuals have a short upper arm rela-
tive to circumference and upper-arm cuffs are not suitable,
forearm or wrist BP measurement methods could be consid-
ered in clinical practice (but not for validation of automatic
devices). However, owing to the limitations of wrist and fore-
arm devices, the adult hypertension guidelines do not recom-
mend these for routine clinical use.22 One study in patients
with obesity undergoing bariatric surgery compared noninva-
sive oscillometric BP monitoring at the wrist with that at the
upper arm and forearm, validated against invasive radial BP
measurements, and found that the wrist measurements had
the highest accuracy.23 However, with wrist BP measure-
ments, errors may occur in general usage owing to flexion
or extension of the wrist or incorrect placement of the wrist
relative to the heart during measurement.24 Additionally,
given that there are unresolved concerns about brachial BP
measurement from large arms, it is unclear how a cuffless
device might be appropriately validated to address these
limitations.

The implications of skin tone on PPG-based, cuffless de-
vices are unknown. Melanin, the naturally occurring polymer
responsible for skin pigmentation, absorbs light and de-
creases reflective light wavelength in skin.25 Highly pig-
mented skin (both darker skin and tattooed skin) tends to
absorb more green light than lighter skin.26,27 In the last 30
years, substantial literature has been published on the utility,
precision, and bias of PPG-based devices for skin with higher
levels of pigmentation. The majority of the studies reporting
on the accuracy of PPG and skin pigmentation have centered
on pulse oximeters,16,28 with fewer on HR monitors.29–31

Some studies examining PPG and pulse oximetry have
reported no differences in accuracy across individuals of
varying pigmentation levels,32 while others reported notable
discrepancies.28,33,34 Oxygen saturation is overestimated in
persons with higher skin pigmentation. Similar results have
been observed in studies examining HRwith wearable device
manufacturers reporting 15% more inaccurate readings
among persons with darker skin compared to persons with
lighter skin35 and greater inaccuracy among persons with
darker skin tones in the context of dark rooms.36 Some wear-
able device manufacturers even acknowledge that their prod-
ucts function better among persons with lighter skin tones.37
Recommendations for validation of cuffless BP
devices providing continuous and intermittent
BP measurements
Deliberations to validate cuffless devices that provide contin-
uous BPmeasurements are ongoing, as the application of cur-
rent automated intermittent BP validation protocols are
inadequate. Validation of cuffless devices should consist of
both a formal validation process and a clinical validation pro-
cess. Although the intended use of the device (continuous vs
intermittent) has important clinical implications, it should be
noted that for many devices, this distinction merely reflects a
difference in measurement frequency settings and not the de-
vice’s underlying technology. Nevertheless, validation
protocols should reflect the intended practice setting for
each device, with intra-arterial lines being more appropriate
for continuous BP measurement in operating rooms or
intensive care settings, but less appropriate for ambulatory
settings.

Formal validation
Devices should be considered based on their intended use, ie,
whether they provide an absolute measurement of BP or
merely change in BP and whether they are intended for
continuous (beat-to-beat) or intermittent BP monitoring.



Table 3 Characteristics of an ideal validation process

Category Recommendation

Unit of validation Since calibrated devices do not directly measure BP, but rely on another device for
this measurement, the focus of validation should be on change in BP, not BP itself.
An exception would be if the device is sold with the calibrator, in which case
absolute BP could be the focus of validation.

Reference device The reference device should be a validated device. For ambulatory devices, clinical
validation is recommended with a validated ABPM to capture intermittent changes
in BP throughout the day. Times of measurement should be reasonably aligned to
mirror context, including diurnal variation. While invasive intra-arterial lines have
been recommended for formal validation of continuous cuffless monitors, there
are significant limitations to this approach for ambulatory applications (see
above).

Calibration (initialization) device The calibration device (calibrator) should be a validated oscillometric device or a
calibrated aneroid/auscultatory device. Moreover, the calibrator should be distinct
from the reference device used for validation. Calibration should rely on the average
of 2 (or 3) measurements. Ideally, devices would be sold with the device used for
calibration.

Inclusion of static and dynamic states Validation should include both static and dynamic activity states (defined as activities
with an increase in HR of at least 15% above resting, similar to ABPM protocols),
rather than static states alone. The dynamic protocol should include a mean
change in BP and compare to a mean change in BP from the device being tested
(with and without calibration).

Inclusion of wake and sleep states Awake- and sleep-time BP should be compared with wake and sleep means. It would
be informative to compare awake-time ABPM with a referent, rested device BP
(distinct from the calibrator device). Bias between the cuffless device and ABPM
with respect to the reference should be comparable. Comparison of diurnal pattern
is important owing to early reports of inaccurate nocturnal assessments from
calibration-dependent, cuffless devices.

Ascertainment of collinearity There should be an evaluation of the underlying relationship between the estimated
BP and HR. Overly high correlation between BP and HR would suggest that the
estimated BP is not actually providing BP data independent of HR. Validation
should include a regression of estimated SBP or DBP over heart rate.

Special physiologic states Given their reliance on HR, devices should include a demonstration of accurate and
precise heart rate measurement across the span of heart rates and heart rhythms. A
range of heart rates should be represented. Patients with common arrhythmias (eg,
atrial fibrillation) and patients on beta-blockers should be represented, possibly
using a dedicated beta-blocker protocol.

Population As with current validation procedures, a uniform distribution of BPs should be
required for validation. For wrist devices, a representative distribution of wrist sizes
corresponding to the band size range should also be included. Ideally data
comparing both limbs would be provided (to demonstrate limb exchangeability).
Importantly, PPG-based devices should demonstrate performance across a range of
skin tones.

ABPM5 ambulatory blood pressure monitoring; BP5 blood pressure; DBP5 diastolic blood pressure; HR5 heart rate; PPG5 photoplethysmography; SBP5
systolic blood pressure.
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However, since calibrated devices do not measure resting
BP, but rely on another device for this measurement, the
focus of validation should be on their ability to capture
change in BP. The first protocol for validation of cuffless
BP monitors specifically was developed by the IEEE in
2014,13 with an amendment released in 2019.14 Even though
the IEEE standard has been in existence for almost a decade,
it has not become widely accepted and was criticized for
lacking a comprehensively described reference measurement
procedure to ensure standard implementation.29 The 2019
update addressed some of these concerns. However, because
the marketed applications of many cuffless BP monitors
include continuous beat-to-beat BP monitoring, the static
IEEE protocol was suboptimal for testing devices that pro-
vide continuous measurements and is instead better suited
for devices providing intermittent BP measurements. To
address the gaps noted in this standard when applied to cuff-
less, continuous BP monitors, the International Organization
for Standardization has been working with AAMI and
other professional organizations to develop a new validation
protocol for nonclinical, noninvasive, continuous sphygmo-
manometers.38 This standard, 81060-3, is out for committee
vote as of the writing of this commentary.38 This standard is
not intended for intermittent monitors.

In the context of the validation of cuffless BP monitors,
execution of the ISO standard has been deemed too difficult
for many independent research groups, and perhaps unethi-
cal, because it requires intra-arterial BP measurement as the
reference measurement method.39 A limitation of both proto-
cols is that they do not specify procedures to induce BP



Figure 3 A: Simulation of cuffless vs reference blood pressure (BP) scatterplot showing strong overall correlation but no intra-individual correlation. B: Simu-
lation of cuffless vs reference BP scatterplot showing no intra-individual correlation. Adapted from Stergiou et al.39
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changes within study participants. Importantly, cuffless BP
measurement techniques such as PTT, PAT, and PWA
typically rely on a consistent relationship between BP and
the physiological variable that is measured by the device
(PTT, PAT, PWA). Environmental factors that affect physi-
ological determinants of BP (HR, peripheral vascular resis-
tance, intravascular volume) may differentially affect
cuffless BP measurement accuracy (eg, dynamic exercise,
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cold pressor test, mental stress test, Valsalva maneuver, drug
infusions, lower body negative/positive pressure, positional
changes).40–44 A future cuffless BP device validation
protocol should incorporate a combination of several BP
challenges that have diverging effects on physiological
determinants of BP to test the consistency of cuffless BP
measurement methods across various physiological
stressors relevant to daily life. Additionally, both protocols
do not specifically address the concern of body posture;
cuffless monitors are often worn on the wrist and the
validation protocols do not assess how changes in arm
elevation relative to the heart may affect BP measurement
accuracy.

Reference device and clinical validation
Intra-arterial BP monitoring has been used in BP validation
research for decades and will likely remain important as a
reference standard for continuous BP measurements.45,46 It
is unlikely that beat-to-beat changes in arterial pressure can
be captured reliably with other standard measurement
methods intended for resting measurements. However, there
are notable limitations for extending this approach to inter-
mittent monitoring in ambulatory settings (Table 2).

Because of the above limitations, we believe there should
be a greater role for validated ABPM in the clinical validation
of cuffless devices intended for ambulatory use. ABPM and
its diurnal phases (awake and sleep) have been shown to pre-
dict cardiovascular events in observational studies.48,49

Moreover, given the well-established ISO protocols for the
clinical use of ABPM devices that includes rested and dy-
namic states, we believe ABPM represents a pragmatic alter-
native for clinical testing of intermittent cuffless devices,
better reflecting the ambulatory environment, body position,
and diurnal BP variation likely encountered in daily life.
Nevertheless, a major limitation of oscillometric devices is
their proprietary algorithms to estimate SBP and DBP, which
fall short of a true measurement of BP. While some devices
do report the measured MAP (eg, Spacelabs), this practice
is not universally followed and many cuffless devices do
not provide MAP estimates for comparison. In addition,
ABPM is unable to measure BP in states of active motion,
and even their most frequent interval assessments (eg, every
5 minutes) are still far from beat-to-beat and poorly tolerated.

Table 3 presents a summary of considerations relevant to
the clinical validation of cuffless BP devices, specifically
related to unit of validation, reference device, calibration de-
vice, static and dynamic states, sleep and wake states, ascer-
tainment of HR-BP collinearity, special physiologic states,
and population representation. Ideally, validation protocols
for ambulatory devices would address these items.

Analysis and presentation of BP measurement
validation results
Conventional cuff BP monitor validation methods often use
correlation and difference plots between absolute values of
tested and referent devices. In the context of cuffless BP
measurement, such plots may falsely suggest accuracy and
precision (Figure 3A and 3B). To depict the importance of
the reference value measurement it is recommended to pro-
vide additional plots that show correlation between devia-
tions from the calibration BP value and the accuracy of
measurements solely based on the calibration value.50

Given the reliance of some cuffless BP monitors on HR, it
may be useful to include an assessment of the association be-
tween estimated BP and HR (eg, Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient) (Appendix, Supplemental Figure A.1). A high degree
of correlation would imply a lack of independent information
generated by the device beyond HR.
Conclusion
Cuffless devices for continuous and intermittent BP measure-
ment have been devised based on different principles, the
most common being PAT, PTT, PWA, volume clamping,
and applanation tonometry, although technologies are rapidly
evolving. Cuffless devices offer the promise of beat-to-beat
and noninvasive measurement of BP variability during both
awake and sleep times, placing patients directly at the center
of their care with minimal inconvenience. As uptake of these
devices continues to increase, there is an urgent need to
develop uniform standards for proper validation of these de-
vices, especially in ambulatory settings. The ideal validation
process should include both static and dynamic activity
states. Importantly, validation should be performed in diverse
and special populations, including pregnant women and indi-
viduals across a range of heart rates, skin tones, wrist sizes,
common arrhythmias, and beta-blocker use.
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